Both, the yellow HEDI armoured cable and the orange HEDI armoured cable PLUS are highly flexible and abrasion-resistant cables of highest quality. From a minimum order quantity of 200 m, the uniform, individual cable printing on these cable types with your logo or lettering is not only useful for advertising purposes; it is also the perfect property identification and thus protects against theft.

Since the marking is etched into the cable sheath, the high-quality printing offers utmost abrasion resistance.

Both cable types have been developed for extremely rough operation. Approved for a temperature range of -35 °C to +80 °C. Particularly suitable where there is a risk of crushing and abrasion (forklifts and trucks crossing, for example).

The special plastic compound of the outer jacket and the fine-stranded strand structure with core insulation of the HEDI armoured cable ensure extremely high flexibility even at very low temperatures.

The mechanical load-bearing capacity of the polyurethane cable of the HEDI armoured cable PLUS is even higher than with the HEDI armoured cable. The cable is completely weatherproof, oil- and acid-resistant, microbe-proof and resistant to embrittlement. It is therefore ideally suited for use under difficult conditions such as construction sites.
The counter display with an informative user brochure ensures efficient sales promotion. It informs about all details and possibilities of cable printing with HEDI.

We are also happy to provide you with printed sample cables.